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This paper contains statements and proofs of existence, uniqueness, and 
regularity theorems for solutions of linear parabolic initial-boundary value 
problems in the weighted Holder spaces of [ 111. As special cases, our 
results include those of Solonnikov [S, Chap. IV], of Friedman [ 11, of 
Pogorzelski [16] (although our hypotheses on the coefficients of the 
parabolic operator are not directly comparable to his; we require local 
Holder continuity while he uses global Holder continuity with respect o x 
only), and of Kamynin [IS, 61 and Kamynin and Maslennikova [7]. 
While Solonnikov uses a special functional theoretic approach and the 
other authors use a construction of solutions via potentials, we use a more 
elementary method. Our existence theorems are proved by a modification 
(based on [9]) of the usual Perron process, some key ideas from [ 1 ] and 
[ 111, and an approximation argument. In [13] the approximation was 
incorporated into the Perron process but the present approach is 
technically simpler. 
Since this work is a direct continuation of [12] (although the techniques 
involved are very different), we shall use the notations and definitions of 
that paper as well as the numbering of sections. Then plan of this paper is 
as follows. After giving some basic results and additional definitions in Sec- 
tion 7, we describe the Perron process in Section 8 and use this process to 
reduce the question of solvability of the initial-boundary value problems to 
one of local solubility. Using the Schauder-type stimates of Section 7 and 
the barrier functions constructed in Section 9, we prove the appropriate 
local solvability in Section 10. Finally the existence, uniqueness, and 
regularity theorems are proved in Section 11. 
* Portions of this paper were written while the author was on leave at Indiana University. 
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7. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
We use the following definitions and results in addition to those from 
[12]. First we give names to certain sets which will be used throughout 
this paper. These sets are 
Q={XEW+‘: /.x1<1,O<t<l}, 
Q+ = (XEQ:XYO}, 
q= {XEQ:X”=O}, q’=PQ+\q. 
We also introduce certain analogs of the HLb) norms and spaces. For an 
open set s2c Rnfl and for 6 > 0, we define 
Q;26,r= pw-2: f>6} 
and we denote by Z71b)(sZ) the set of all functions u on Sz for which the 
norm 
II4I1p’= sup dUfb I&2s,, 6>0 
is finite. If also 9X2 E Ha, we define Rib)(B2) and RLb)(S$2) similarly. See 
also [18]. For XEQ’ we define 
d*(X) = min{ t”*, 1 - 1x1 }, 
and 
& = {JkQ+:d*(X)>6}, 




(At present there is no need to consider RIP) spaces on other domains.) 
Note that all the properties of the HLb) spaces described in [ 12, Sect. 21 are 
enjoyed by the RLb) and nLb) spaces. 
Next, if a can be written as Sz u S for some open Sz with S c 9% (S 
possibly empty), we get 
;2(X)=inf{lX--Xl: t’<t,X’EBQ\S}, 
d, = (2-E Q: d(X) > S}, 
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and we denote by Ha(d) the set of all u whose restrictions to d, lie in 
H,(fi,,) for all 6 >O. We also recall that C2*‘(Q) denotes the set of all 
functions u defined on Sz with all derivatives of the form D,u and 
0; u( [cl1 < 2) defined and continuous there. 
With these definitions we can give the additional Schauder estimates we 
shall use. Since all these estimates follow from the classical boundary 
estimates of Friedman [2, Chap. 61 and Solonnikov [8, Chapt. IV] via a 
simple argument (cf. the discussion of [ 12, (3.2)]), we omit their proofs. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let a and b satisfy 
a > 2 is not an integer, a 2 b, (7.1) 
let dQ E H,, let P have the form 
P= -D,+ 1 paD; 
Ial <2 
(7.2) 
in Sz. Suppose there are positive constants 1 and A such that 
A ItI22 1 P,(w5”~4t12 for 5 E R” 
IUI =? 
for all XE 52, and 
IlPall~2~p%~ for 11~1 62. 
(a) Zfu~H~(Qu%2) and if 
F,= I)Pul(;2:2bb’+ IJu&.~+sup t-b’2 IUI 
R 
is finite > then u E jWb) and a 
llull~,- b, 6 C(a, b, A, 1, Q) FO. 
(b) Let M have the form 
on SO and suppose that 
1 m,v”21 on X2 
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(where v(X,,) is the inner normal to the (n - 2)-dimensional set 
Sl2n {t=t& 
(7.6b) 
Zf u~H~(l2uSS2) and if 
is finite then u E ZFb’ u and (7.4b) holds. 1 
LEMMA 7.2. Let a and b satisfy (7.1) and let P have the form (7.2) in 
Q +. Suppose there are positive constants A and A such that (7.3a) holds for 
XE Q+ and also 
lPXlV2GA for 1~11 6 2. (7.7) 
(a) ZfuEZZL(Q+uq) and if 
F, = lllP~lll’~--;‘+ lllulll~:yb)+s~~(d*)-b’2 Iu( 
is finite, then u E j?-(-b) and fl 
ll1411b~b~~ C(a, b,4 4 n) FI, 
(7.8a) 
(7.8b) 
(b) Let M have the form (7.5) on q and suppose that 
m,>l on 4, 
Im,l._, <A for Ial d 1. 
Zfu~Z$(Q+uq) and if 
(7.9a) 
(7.9b) 
Fl = lllpuIII~2--;‘+ IIIMu)(I;‘:~~; + seup(d*)pb JuI (7.8a)’ 
is finite, then u E fi(-‘) and (7.8b) holds. 0 1 
LEMMA 7.3. Let a and b satisfy (7.1), let 0 be an open set in II%“+‘, and 
let P have the form (7.2) in 52. Suppose there are positive constants iz and A 
such that (7.3a) holds for X~l2 and also 
IpaI:2--p)<(1 for lcll <2. (7.10) 
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Ifu~H~(l2) and if 
F2 = IPul;‘~-;‘+ A sup d-b Ju] 
R 
(7.1 la) 
(where d is the parabolic distance to 922) is finite, then u E HLeb) and 
Iu(:-~‘< C(a, b, A, /I, Sz) F;. (7.1 lb) 
We close this section with the basic existence result to be used in this 
paper. This existence result is proved by examination of the explicit form of 
solution, which can be obtained by combining formulas (8.3) and * from 
[Z, Chap. 43. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let 
K= {XEIRn+l: O<t<1,~x~~<1forj=1,..., n>. 
For every fi E H,-,(K) and f2E H,(p’K) there is a unique solution 
u E H,(K) n C*,‘(K) of 
Au-D,u=f, in K, u = fi on 9K. 
Moreover u E H(O) and a 
14L0’~ C(a)(lf, L-2 + If2 lo). 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
8. THE PERRON PROCESS 
In this section we reduce the solvability of the initial-boundary value 
problems 
Pu =f, in Sz, 24 =.f2 on 952, (8.la) 
Pu = fi in Q, u = f2 on BQ, Mu = f3 on SQ (8.lb) 
to a certain local solvability under suitable hypotheses on P, M, Sz, fi ,f2, 
and f3. The method is based on [9] in which the boundary condition is 
considered as part of the differential equation, thus enforcing the regularity 
up to the boundary in the same way that interior regularity is enforced in 
the usual Perron method. As opposed to the elliptic boundary value 
problems and parabolic problems in cylindrical domains discussed in [lo], 
however, we must consider some initial-boundary value problems with dis- 
continuous data. To make these notions precise, we begin with some 
definitions and assumptions. 
First we assume that (I > 2 is not an integer and that %2 E H, with BQ 
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lying in the hyperplane {t = 0). (See [ 12, Sect. 61 for a discussion of this 
restriction.) We assume that P has the form (7.2) in Sz with (7.3a) holding 
in Q and that M has the form (7.5) with (7.6a) holding. We also assume 
that 
p,EH,-#2)for Ial <2, m,EH,-1(SS2)for (~116 1, (8.2) 
fi E HU-AQ)? fz E HcdgQ) n H,(SQ), f3 E Hu - ,(SQ). (8.3) 
(For (8. lb), we really only need to have f2 E H,.) We usually write (8.1) in 
the compact form 
P*u=f* in Q*, (8.4) 
where, by abuse of notation, Q* = D u 90. 
We say that (8.4) is locally continuously solvable at YE fii\m if there is a -- 
relatively open subset N= N( Y) of O\BQ containing Y such that for any 
h E H,(N) (which agrees with f2 on 9Nn SSZ when we consider (8.la)), 
there is a unique solution v E H,(N) n Ha(Q) of 
P*v=f* on NnQ*, v=h on a’N=PN@. (8.5) 
When h is only upper semicontinuous (on m), we say that v E H=(N) is a 
C*(N) solution of (8.5) if there is a decreasing sequence (h,) c H,(N) con- 
verging pointwise to h (and agreeing with fi on PNn SL2 for (8.la)) such 
that for each m, there is a solution v, E H,(H) n Ho(N) of 
P*v,=f* in NnQ*, v,= h, on ii’N (8.5 L, 
with v, converging pointwise to v. We then say that (8.4) is locally solvable 
at YE a\i% if there is an relatively open subset N = N( Y) of D\m con- 
taining Y such that for any upper semicontinuous function h (agreeing with 
fi on 9Nn Ss2 for (8.la)), there is a unique solution VE C*(N) of (8.5); 
this solution will also be denoted by (h)N. Also if (8.4) is locally solvable 
for upper semicontinuous v with v <f2 on BQ (on ~9% for (8.la)), we set 
fiN = (v), in NuSN 
= Max{ (VINY 0) on iJN/PN 
=v in 0\X 
Note that D,,, = v on 9N. Note also that when C*(N) solutions of (8.5) are 
upper semicontinuous (as will be the case here), then fiN will be upper 
semicontinuous. However even if v is continuous, V, will only be upper 
semicontinuous whenever some part of awPN is in Q or v #f2 somewhere 
on SSZ. This is the reason we must consider upper semicontinuity. 
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We then define a subsolution of (8.4) to be any upper semicontinuous 
function v on a such that for any YE o\m, (8.4) is locally solvable, and 
for any h E H,(N) (which agrees with f2 on Ss2 n 9N for (8.la)) with h > v 
on CN, we have (/z)~> v in N. In particular v>,fi on SsZ(.$%2 for (8.la). 
The set of all subsolutions is denoted by S. 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose (8.4) is locally solvable at each point YE n\m. 
Suppose also that the following conditions are satidsfied. 
(1) S is non-empty; 
(2) there is a constant S, with sup, v < S, for all v E S; 
(3) if v, and v2 are in S, then so is max{v,, v,}; 
-- 
(4) ifv~S and YEQ\BQ, then 6,~s; 
(5) if YE a\=, then any bounded sequence (v,) of C*(N) solutions 
of P*v, = f * in N nB* has a convergent subsequence with limit function 
VEH~(N), a solution of P*v=f* in NnSZ*; 
-- 
(6) for every YE L?\BQ, there is a Y* EN(Y) such that the only non- 
negative H,(N) n X0(N) solution w of P*w = 0 in Nn Q with w( Y*) = 0 is 
w E 0; 
(7) for all E > 0 and YE=, there is a subsolution wF; with 
w;(Y) >,f2( Y) - E, a relative open subset NC of D containing Y, and a 
function w$ E H,(N”) with w:(Y) < f2( Y) + E and WC > v in N” for all v E S. 
Then u = supvts v is an H,(Q) n HU(Q u SQ) solution of (8.4). 
Proof (cf. [9, Theorem l] and [ 11, Sect. 41). First note that by ( 1) -- 
and (2), u is everywhere finite. Next let YEQ\BSZ and let (v,) be a 
sequence of subsolutions with v,( Y*) converging to u( Y*). Replacing v, 
by max{v,, vi}, we see from (3) that we may assume (v,) to be uniformly 
bounded. Then by (4), the sequence (U,,N) is also in S. Since this sequence 
is also uniformly bounded, (5) implies the existence of a subsequence of 
(V,,N) which converges in N to an H:(N) solution v of P*v = f *. Note that 
u < u in N and that U( Y*) = u( Y*). For 2 another point in N, let (w,) be a 
sequence of subsolutions with w,(Z) converging to u(Z). Applying the 
preceding argument with v, replaced by max {w,, v,}, we obtain an 
HO(N) solution w of P*w = f * in Nn Q* with w b v in N by construction. 
Since w( Y*) < u( Y*) = v( Y*), we have w( Y*) = v( Y*) and then (6) applied 
to w-v gives w=v in N. Thus u(Z)= w(Z)= v(Z), so uzv in N and 
therefore UE Hb(Q u Ss2) satisfies the differential equation and the boun- 
dary condition. To see that u attains the initial values f2 continuously, we 
note that (7) provides a modulus of continuous for u at each YE i@. g 
Theorem 8.1 reduces solvability of (8.4) to the verification of local 
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solvability and properties (l)-(7). Local solvability will be taken up in Sec- 
tion 10 so we suppose here that (8.4) is locally solvable. In addition to the 
hypotheses tated at the beginning of this section, we shall assume that, for 
each YE D\s, N(Y) is the image of either Q or Q + (along with 
appropriate boundary points) under an invertible H, map and that Pl < 0 
inn, Ml<0 on So. 
Under these assumptions, (6) is just the strong maximum principle and 
(5) follows from Lemmata 7.2 and 7.3 with b =O. Also (3) and (4) are 
immediate consequences of local solvability, the maximum principle, and 
the definition of subsolution. Next we note that there are negative functions 
4, and & in C’.‘(B) such that 
p4, > Ifi I in Q, 4, < -If21 on BQ, 
@z>lf21 in Q, Mh>lf3/ on XL d2< -If21 onBQ 
(for example, 
A= -If,lo t-If2 lo, 42= -Ifzlo- If,loP--4~~ 
where p is the regularized distance of [ 12, Lemma 2.61 and A is a suf- 
ficiently large constant), and let 4 denote 4, for (8.la) and & for (8.lb). 
Since 4 is easily shown to be a subsolution, (1) is true. To verify (2), we 
show that u,< -4 in Sz for all PIES. To this end, we suppose that 
m=sup,(v+b)>O for some VES, and for Yea= {X~o:u+d=m) we 
consider the function u’ = UN + 4 - m in N = N( Y). (Note that 0 E o\?&%) A 
simple calculation gives 
Pw>O on NnR, W-CO on Nn BSZ, w<O on a’N 
Mw>O (w<O for (8.la)) on NnSfi 
and hence w < 0 on N by the maximum principle. However, 
w( Y) 2 o( Y) + #( Y) - m = 0 and YE N. This contradiction shows that 
m < 0 and hence (2) is verified. 
Finally we demonstrate (7). For YE?%?, we see that there is a relatively 
open subset N of 0 containing ‘Y and a function w E H,(N) n C’,‘(N) such 
that 
Pw< --If1 ( in N, w(Y)=O, w>O in n”\{ Y}, 
Mw< -If, I on NnSS2 for (8.lb). 
(This time we take 
w(X)=At+Ix-),12+Bp 
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for suitable non-negative constants A and B; for (8.la) we take B = 0 and 
N = a while for (8.b) we take B = 0 and 
for suitable positive 6 if YE BG, and B > 0 and N = N( Y, 6) n a if YE CSZ.) 
By (8.6) and the maximum principle, for any E > 0, there are positive con- 
stants K and 6 such that 
u d w,’ = Kw + E +f*( Y) inN(Y,d)nQ 
for all u E S and 
WE =max{fj,Kw-c-f*(Y)} in anjVN(y, 6) 
= 4 in Q\N( Y, 6) 
is a subsolution. 
Note that the previous discussion goes through with only minor changes 
if we replace BSZ by any larger (relatively open) subset of 952. This obser- 
vation was used in [ 11, Sect. 41. Here we use it for a special case. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let f, E H, ~ >(Q) and h E H,(PQ), and suppose that the 
problem 
Au - D,u =f, in Q, u=h on 9’Q (8.6) 
-- -- 
is locally solvable at each YE Q\PQ. If for each Yn PQ\BQ there is a 
function w E H,(Q) n C*, ‘(Q) such that 
Aw-D,w< -1 in Q, w(Y)=O, w>O in Q\(Y), (8.7) 
then (8.5) has a solution u E H,(Q) n H:(Q). 1 
We point out that, by virtue of Lemma 7.3, any solution 
u E Ho(Q) n H&(Q) lies in H:‘)(Q). Also the maximum principle shows that 
u is unique in the class Ho n C’,‘. We defer to Section 10 the verification of 
local solvability (note that local continuous solvability follows from 
Lemma 7.4) and the construction of w satisfying (8.7). 
9. BARRIERS AND Two MAXIMUM ESTIMATES 
We begin with the barrier which will be used in proving local solvability 
of (8.4). Throughout this section, we assume that there is a positive con- 
stant 2 such that 
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for all XE Q + and 5 E R”, , 
a 
M,(X) > 1 forallXEq, Jal=cr,=i. 
We also assume that 
Pl do, Ml <o,p,=o if 1~11 = 1, 
and we define d,(X)= 1 -(xl. We write p,, p2,..., for constants pLi 
depending only on n, A, and any explicitly indicated quantities. 
For BE (0, l), we set wi = (1 - 1~1~)~. It is readily checked that there are 
positive constants p,(p) and p2(fi) such that 
Pw, < -pl(d,)P-2, v?YWl I6~2bw’~ (d, 1’ < WI < 2(dJ8 
in Q +. (See [4, Lemma 6.211 for the calculations.) 
To construct our next barrier we first introduce coordinates (r, 19). 
Writing x = (x’, x”), we define 
r = (( 1 - lx’1 )2 + (xn)2)1’2, 0 = arcsin( x”/y ), 
where 1x1 < 1, x” > 0, lx’1 > 0. A calculation similar to that leading to 
Miller’s polar representation [ 15, Theorem l] shows that there are 
functions a”, ui2, a22, and u33 such that 
P(raf(e,,=rp-* [a”(P - 1) /If+ 2a’2(fl- 1 )f’ + uZ2(f” + /If) 
+ 2a33(sin Of' + /? cos Of )(n - 2)/( 1 - r cos !3)] + (Pl ) #f 
for any C2 function f and real number fl. Moreover if 
,~2Pa(~)~‘G~ ItI2 forallXEQ+,{o[W”, a 
the eigenvalues of the 2 by 2 matrix (a”) lie in [A, A] and 1~ a33 < /i. 
We now set 
H = 16/l/1, f (0) = 1 - exp(H(B - n)). 
For B E (0, e ~ H”/n], a direct calculation gives 
P(rB f) G -2A exp( -HZ/~) rBe2 for r<$. 
Similarly if 
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there are functions b’ and b2 such that 
M(r@f) = rp- ‘[b’ fif(O) + b*f’(O)] + (Ml) rp f(0) 
and ) b’J < A, b* B J,. Hence with j?, H, and f as before, we have 
A4(rBf)< -15/1 exp( --Hz) rB-’ for-r<;. 
Let~~C~([W”)withO~~61in[W”,q~lwherer<~,~~Owherer>~, 
and set 
w2 = #Cl- exp(H(B - rc))], 
If 0 <j-I < eCH”/n, there are constants p3(p, A) and pcL4(b, /1) such that 
Pwz < -/L1 rfl- I, Mw,< -p3 rp-’ whererd$, 
Pw2Gp4, Pw2l GP4 in8, where r>$. 
We also prove two important a priori estimates. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let X? E q and let P have the form (7.2) in 52. Suppose 
that there are positive constants A, A, and b with b < 1 and a nondecreasing, 
continuous function 5 with i(O) = 0 such that 
forXESZand5ER” (9.la) , 
OL 
IPZlObA for Ial =2, 
(9.lb) 
d(X) IPa( <i(d(X)) for XEQ and I4 = 1. 
(9.k) 
ZfPl 60 and UEH,(SZ)~C’~~‘(Q) is a solution of(8.1), then 
Proof. A straightforward calculation shows that there are positive con- 
stants ci, c2, and c3 depending on the same quantities as C in (9.2) such 
that 
Therefore 
P(c,p’)< -db-* where p d c2 and d < t ‘I’, 
PpbGcc,db-* and t”* < c3 d where p > c2. 
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is in H,(Q) A C2*‘(Q) and satisfies 
Pw < -dbe2 in \ Q 9 w,>O on 952. 
The desired estimate now follows from the maximum principle applied to 
Ifllb2-b’w+ If2 lo&u. I 
LEMMA 9.2. Let b E (1,2), let 226 Hb, let P have the form (7.2) on Q 
and let M have the form (7.5) on X0. Suppose there are positive constants 2 
and A such that (9.la), (9.lb) hold and 
lpzl d2-h-“‘<A in Qfor Jcxj d 1, (9.3) 
c m,v”31 on SQ, (9.4a) 
‘a’ = 1 
Ml6A on 222. (9.4b) 
If u is a solution of (8.1 b), then 
l~lod~~~,~~~,~~~lf,lb2-b~+If21,+If, lo). (9.5) 
Proof: By the generalized maximum principle (cf. [17, Sect. 2.53) it suf- 
fices to find w such that 
Pw6 -db-2, w31 on BSZ, Mw< -1 on SQ. 
To construct w, let z E (1, b) and for E E (0, l] to be chosen, let K be a non- 
negative constant so large that 
ftP)=[; exp(s’-‘) ds + Kp2 
is positive in 0. Our w will take the form 
w =f (P) g(t) 
for this f and a positive increasing function g to be further specified. 
A direct calculation gives 
g(t)<(-l+A&)g(t) 
and hence Mw < - (A/2)g on SQ if E = 1/(2~I). With this choice of E, it 
follows that for some positive p, and c, depending only on 1, A, 6, T, and D 
we have 
Pw < -cl db-2g for p < p , and d, < t ‘I’. 
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Also there is a constant c2 depending only on 2, A, b, cr, and 52 such that 
Pw Q (bcJ2) t’b-2)‘2g(t)-g’(t) for p 3 p, or d, 3 t112. 
The desired wi is obtained by taking g(t) = A exp(c, lb”) for a sulliciently 
large constant A. 
We remark that only a one-sided estimate on p0 = Pl was used in 
Lemma 9.2. Moreover the condition Pl G 0 in Lemma 9.1 can be relaxed to 
p0 6 Adbe’ by proceeding as in Lemma 9.2, but we shall not use this fact. 
10. LOCAL SOLVABILITY 
In this section we show that (8.4) is locally solvable under suitable 
hypotheses (including Pl ~0, Ml ~0) which we give below. As in [9], the 
material here is based on that in [14] as presented in [4, Sect. 6.51. For 
simplicity we carry out the details in one special case and indicate the 
necessary modifications for the other cases. 
We consider in detail the problem 
Pu=f, in Q+, u=h on qQ+ (10.1) 
under the hypotheses (7.3a), (7.7), 
p, GO inQ=, (10.2) 
f,~ff,-2(Q+L (10.3a) 
h E H,(gQ + ) n H,(q). (10.3b) 
Because every point YE Ss2 is contained in a relatively open subset N of fi 
which is the image under an invertible H, map of Q+ u q, proving that 
(10.1) has a unique C*(Q + u q) solution will show that (8.4) is locally 
solvable at Y. 
We first show that the solvability of (10.1) under the given hypotheses 
implies the solvability of (10.1) for upper semi-continuous h. (In the 
original domain s2, it follows that local solvability is a consequence of local 
continuous solvability.) 
LEMMA 10.1. Suppose (10.1) is solvable under the hypotheses (7.3a), 
(7.7), (10.2) and (10.3). Then (10.1) is uniquely solvable in C*(Q’) for 
arbitrary upper semi-continuous h E H,(q). 
Proof. Denote by fi the restriction of h to q. Let (h,) and (g,) be two 
decreasing sequences of continuous functions which converge pointwise to 
h on PQ+ with h,=g,=f, on {XEq: 1x1 < 1 - l/n}, and let U, and u, 
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satisfy Pu, = Pv, = fi in Q +, u, = g, and v, = h, on PQ +. The maximum 
principle, in view of (10.2a), implies that u, > u,+, in Q+ so Lemma 7.2 
implies that (u,) converges to a C*(Q + ) solution of 
Pu=f, in Q+, *=fi on 4, 




and similarly (v,) converges to a C*(Q’) solution of (10.4). Applying the 
maximum principle to u - v,, we see that u d v, in Q + for all n. Hence 
u<vinQ+andsimilarly,v<uinQ+sou=v. 1 
We prove that (10.1) is uniquely solvable via some simple existence 
results, starting with P, = A -D, and smooth fi. Since the uniqueness of 
solutions of the initial-boundary value problems we shall consider follows 
directly from the maximum principle, we use this uniqueness without 
further comment. 
LEMMA 10.2. For any f, E H,-*(Q) and h E H,(pQ), the problem 
P,u=f, in Q, u=honpQ (10.5) 
has a unique Ho n C’,’ solution u. Moreover u E HL”. 
Proof: By combining Lemma 7.4 with the proof of Lemma 10.1, we 
infer that (10.5) is locally solvable in Q\m. Hence, by Corollary 8.2 and 
its attendant remarks, we need only construct, for each Y = (y, s) E -- 
PQ\BQ, a function M’E H,n C2,’ such that 
Pow< -1 in Q, w(Y)=O, w>O in Q\(Y). 
Since 1 y 1 = 1, it is readily checked that 
w(x, t)=2(1 -(X.y)2)+(t-.s)2 
is such a function. 1 
LEMMA 10.3. Let BE (0, 1). Then for any f, E ~~-j~) and 
h E Ho(9Q ’ ) n &fl’(q) with h = 0 on q’, there is a unique u E H,- satisfy- 
ing 
Pou=f, in Q+, u=honpQ. (10.6) 
Moreover 
III ~4 Ill L-O) G C@, h nN III h III L’:P + Ill hlll h;V (10.7) 
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Proof: Suppose first that f, E H, ~ 2 andf2 E H,(q). By [ 12, Lemma 2.31, 
we can extend fz to an H,(Q’ ) function also denoted by f, such that for all 
even k < a, we have 
If21u.Q+ d C(a) If2 Lqr DWof2 -f1) = 0 on q. (10.8) 
Hence if UE &fl’ is a solution of (10.6), then u = u--f? E ii,!pfi) is a 
solution of 
P,v =f, - Pofi in Qf, v=h-f2 on PQ’. 
Extending v, fi - PO f2, and h - f2 to all of Q by odd reflection and 
denoting the extensions by M’, g, , and g? respectively (so 
w(x’, xn, t) = -v(x), -xn, t) for x” < 0, etc.), we see that w E HIO)(Q) is a 
solution of 
P,w=g, in Q, w = g, on PQ. (10.9) 
Note that g, E Hae2(Q) and gzE H,(YQ) by (10.8). Conversely if 
w E Ho n HI”’ is a solution of (10.9) then the restriction of W = u’ -g2 to 
Q' is an Ho n HIp’ solution of (10.8) because any solution of (10.9) 
vanishes on q. Since (10.9) is uniquely solvable in Ho n Hip) by Lemma 
10.2, we conclude that (10.8) is also uniquely solvable in Ho n HIpI. 
From this solvability result, it follows that (10.6) is solvable for arbitrary 
f, E ifYz~) and h E H,(9Q+ ) n &a)(q) with h = 0 on q provided we 
establ:sh (10.7). To prove this estimate, it suffices to show that u can be 
suitably estimated in terms of the right hand side of (10.7) by virtue of 
Lemma 7.2. We now introduce the constant 
F=sup (d*)-” ( fi 1 + If; Ii'- 8). (10.10) 
By virtue of [ 12, Sect. 21 we have 
F < C(a)( III f, Ill L2rP + Ill f2 Ill I;“‘) 
so we have only to show that 
I4 < C(P) W*)” in Q’. 
This estimate is proved by first showing that 
lul < C(fi) F((dJP + tp”lZ) in Q’. 
(10.11) 
(10.11)’ 
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It is easily seen that 
so (10.10)’ follows from applying the maximum principle to 
in Q+. To prove (10.10) we then apply the maximum principle to 
2C(/I)F 1+; w,+u 
( ) 
in the set where d* = d, and to 
4'(P) Ftb/2 + u 
P - 
in the set where d* = t’12. 1 
LEMMA 10.4. Let /I E (0, l), let P have the form (7.2) in Q+ and suppose 
conditions (7.3a), (7.7) and (10.2) hold. Then for any f, and h as in Lemma 
10.3, there is a unique solution u E I?:-0) of 
Pu=f, in Q+, u=honBQ+, (10.12) 
and 
(10.13) 
Proof: The unique solvability of (10.12) follows, by the usual method of 
continuity argument, from Lemma 10.3 and inequality (10.13). As in 
Lemma 10.3, we need only show that 
I4 6 CM, n, 1, A,) F(d*lp in Q+, (10.14) 
where F is given by (10.10) and /i, = sup,,, = i ( par lo. Again (10.14) is 
implied by the estimate 
lul < C,(B, n 1 A,) F((d,)B+ t8’2) 9 3 in Q+, (10.14)’ 
505/63/l-4 
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which follows from the maximum principle applied to 
Aw, + BtB” + u - 
in Q+ for appropriate positive constants A and B. To obtain (10.14), we 
apply the maximum principle to 
in the set where d* = d, < pL1/2A, and to 
C,F%B/2+u 
B - 
in the set where d* = tli2. 1 
THEOREM 10.5. Let P have the form (7.2) and suppose that conditions 
(7.3a), (7.7), (10.2), and (10.3) hold. Then there is a unique solution 
UEHodFO) (I of(l0 12) . .
Proof. Let (h,) be a sequence of R - !, p, functions (for some b E (0, 1)) 
converging uniformly on PQ+ to h with uniformly bounded I?:“) norm. 
Such a sequence xists because h E A, co). Then Lemma 10.4 gives a unique 
solution u, E Hc ~ B, of a 
Po,=fi - Ph, on Q+, v,=O on 9Qi 
for each m. The maximum principle implies that U, = u, + h, converges 
uniformly to some function u with u = h on ??Q+ while Lemma 7.2 and the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem imply that (u,) converges in C2,‘(Q’) to some 
function u G Rio). The convergence in C2*’ guarantees that Pu =fi. 1 
After a suitable H, change of coordinates, Theorem 10.5 and Lemma 
10.1 prove that (8.la) is locally solvable at any YE X?. A similar but sim- 
pler argument provides the local solvability of (&la) and (8.1 b) at any 
YE 0\5%2. Thus, in light of Lemma 10.1, it suffices to prove an analog of 
Theorem 10.5 for the problem (8.lb). We now present this analog. 
THEOREM 10.6. Let P have the form (7.2) in Q+, let A4 have the form 
(7.5) on q, and suppose conditions (7.3a) (for XE Q+), (7.7), (7.9), and 
(10.2) are satisfied. Suppose also that 
Ml<0 in Q+, (10.15) 
fl EH,-2, h E Ho(q’ 1, fiEH,-i(qf. (10.16) 
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Then the problem 
Pu=f, in Q+, Mu=f,on q, u=h on q’ (10.17) 
has a unique solution u E H,, n &O). 
Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 10.5, making allowance for the dif- 
ferent natures of the boundary conditions. 
First, in Lemma 10.3, we replace (10.6) by 
P,u=f, in Q+, Dnu=f2 on 4, u = 0 on q’. 
This problem is solved via even reflection after observing that there is 
v E H,(Q + ) with D, v = f2 on q and replacing u by u - v. 
Second, because of our choice of comparison function in proving analogs 
of (10.11) and (10.14), the number fi in Lemmata 10.3 and 10.4 can no 
longer be completely arbitrary in (0, 1); instead it must satisfy the same 
inequality as in the construction of w2. 
Thus the proof of this theorem is reduced to the establishment of an 
analog of (10.14) which we now give. Let BE (0, ~‘~“‘“/n], let UE HL-fl) 
with u=O on q’, and set 
which we assume to be finite. We wish to show that 
I4 C C(a, P, 4 4 n) F(d*jp in Q+. 
By the considerations of Lemma 10.4, this estimate follows from 
Jul < C(a, p, A, A, n) F(t8j2 + (1 - Ix’~)~) on q. (10.18) 
To prove (10.18), we consider the function 
v = F[At8” + Bw, - Jtfl12 arctan(x”/t’/2)] 
for positive constants A, A”, and B with 2 <2A/n (so that v > 0 in Q + ). A 
straightforward calculation gives 
Pv < F( -~At’B-2”2/4 + BPw, + (d*)B-2) 
if A”/A is sufficiently small and also 
Mv~~F(-B~3rS-1-at(B-1”2) for I < l/4 
A4v,<11F(Bp,-A”t’B-‘)‘2) for r > l/4. 
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Hence, by first choosing B large, then d, and finally A, we have 
P(u_+u)<OinQ+, M(u)u)fO on q, u&u>0 on q’. 
The maximum principle then gives (10.18) since r = 1 - lx’1 and xn = 0 
ow. I 
11. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND REGULARITY 
In this section, we show that the initial boundary value problems con- 
sidered in [12] are uniquely solvable and that their solutions are globally 
smooth under certain compatibility conditions, given below. 
We begin with a summary of results from the preceding sections for the 
first initial boundary value problem. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let a> 2 be a non-integer, let &2E H, with BSZc {t =O}, 
and let P have the form (7.2) in 52. Suppose that 
c p,(X)5*>0 foraZlXEDandnon-zero<ElR”, (11.1) 
IciI = 2 
pa~Ha-2 for (4 < 2, (11.2) 
Pl QO in 52. (11.3) 
Then for any f, E Hoe2, f2eHo(9X2)n H,(Sfl), there is a unique solution 
UE H,nR(O’ of a 
Pu=f, in Q, u =f? on KQ. (11.4) 
Next we show how the global smoothness of u can be improved when f2 
is smoother. We also introduce a simple condition which motivates our 
compatibility conditions. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let a and b satisfy 
a > 2 and b E (0, a] are non-integers, (11.5) 
let 80 E H, with BQ lying in the hyperplane (t = 01, and let P have the form 
(7.2) in 9. Suppose that (11. I ) and (11.3) hold and that 
p a E 17L2:Jal'for Ia] ,< 2 3 pdELmfor JaJ =2. (11.6) 
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Let f, E i!fL*::) and f2 E E?Lmb)(9W). If there is v E &b)(Q) such that 
v = f2 on 9Q, sup t (2--b)‘2 (Pv-f,( <co, (11.7) 
R 
then (11.4) has a solution u E jIjheh’. 
Proof: By considering u-v in place of u, we may assume that f2 2 0 
and that 
sup t (2-b)‘2 IfI ( <co. 
R 
Suppose first that b < 2 and consider the problems 
Pu6=fi in Qb,t, u’=O on 9%2, f. 
By Lemma 11.1, these problems are solvable in H,(Qd,,)n Hh(Q,,). 
Moreover since 
we can apply the maximum principle to (2C/b)(t - d)b’2 +_ us. The resulting 
estimate on u and Lemma 7.1 imply that the norms (ju’ (( $$J~ are bounded 
uniformly with respect to 6. Therefore we can extract a subsequence (us,), 
with 6, + 0 as k + 0, which converges to an H,, n Rio) solution u of (11.4). 
The maximum principle applied to Ctb’* f u and Lemma 7.1 then show 
that u E Ejceb). 
When b”> 2, we use the case b < 2 to infer that (11.4) has an Ho n i?L-‘/*) 
solution u. The maximum principle applied to Ctb’* f u and Lemma 7.1 
then give u E Jjjldb). 1 
Note that the solution of (11.4) given by Lemma 11.2 is unique in the 
class Ho n C**’ by the maximum principle. Moreover Lemma 11.2 is also 
valid for integers b E (0, a]. 
We observe that (11.7) follows for any v E ETjPb) with v =f2 on 852 when 
b < 2 and that such a v always exists by virtue of [ 12, Lemma 2.31 as long 
as f2 E &“)(&2). Thus (11.7) is not a restriction on the class of admissible 
initial and boundary values in this case. Moreover (11.7) is (for any b) a 
necessary condition for the solvability of (11.4) in the class Ijjl--b) because 
the solution u satisfies the condition. 
An interpretation of condition (11.7) in a cylindrical domain is that the 
derivatives Dfu (2k < b) on CQ can be calculated in two different ways, 
both giving the same result: either these derivatives can be read off from 
the boundary values or they can be calculated by using the initial values 
and the differential equation (see [S, Sect. IVS]). Using this interpretation, 
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we can give compatibility conditions valid also for non-cylindrical 
domains. 
To describe our compatibility conditions, we recall the regularized dis- 
tance p from [12, Lemma 2.31, especially the fact that [Dpl = 1 on SSZ. 
Assuming that 852 E H, for some y > 2, we introduce the operator T given 
by 
Tu = D,u - (D,p) c D;pD;u. 
(Note that the values of Tu on Cs2 are determined by the restriction of u to 
SSZ.) For P an operator of the form (7.2) in 52, we define P* = P+ T and 
note that 
P* = c p,*D”,, 
(al < 2 
where 
pZ =pa if (~11 # 1, p: =p,* - D,pD;p if (CI( = 1. 
Assuming appropriate smoothness of the coefficients of P* and offi and f2, 
we define u@) inductively by 
p) - -fz9 u(l)= P*fz-f,, 
u’k+l’=~o,~*(~)(T’p:)D:u’k-j)-~f~, 
(11.8) 
where f2 has been suitably extended into !Z!. Although the function U(~) is 
not determined uniquely by fi and the initial-boundary data, its values 
on Cs2 are uniquely defined. If a&! E Hb, pa E H6 _ 2 for (a( < 2, 
fi E Hb- 2, fi E Hb, then it is readily checked that the condition 
uck’ = Tkf2 on CQ (11.9) 
for 2k c b implies the existence of a function u satisfying (11.7). The con- 
struction of u follows along the lines of [12, Lemma 2.31 with (11.9) 
corresponding to [12, (2.9)]. Of course in a cylindrical domain, (11.9) is 
just the compatibility relation of order k from [8, Sect. IVS]. 
We can now state our existence, uniqueness, and regularity theorem (cf. 
[3, Sects. 5 and 61, [8, Theorem IV. 5.21, and [2, Theorem 3.71). 
THEOREM 11.3. Let y 2 1 and let a and b satisfy (11.5) with b < y. Let 
dQ E S$ and let P have the form (7.2) in 52. Suppose that the coefficients of P 
satisfy (11.1) and 
p tl E H;2:2b’ for I4 < 2, (ll.lOa) 
pb.EHofor I4 =2, pN E HL2:J”1-O)for JaJ > b. (ll.lOb) 
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For any fi E HL2~2bb, and f2 E H,(O) such that the functions u(‘) defined by 
(11.8) satisfv (11.9) h w enever 2k < b, there is a unique solution u E Ho n C2,’ 
of ( 11.4). Moreover u E HL- b, and 
(11.11) 
Proof: As in [12, Sect. 61 we may assume that BQ lies in the hyper- 
plane {t = O}. Suppose temporarily that Pl < 0 in Q. 
When b < 2, we extendf, to an HLeb)(Q) function and observe that con- 
dition (11.9) just says thatf, E Hb(9W). Let p be the regularized distance of 
[ 12, Lemma 2.61 and, for E > 0, set 
a(&)= {XEL?:p(X)>&}. 
By Lemma 11.2, for sufficiently small E > 0, the problem 
h=f, in Q(s), u, =f* on SQ(s) 
has an I?LVb)(s2(s)) solution and hence an Hh-b)(L2(~)) solution. Moreover 
[ 12, Theorem 6.11 (and its attendant remarks) implies that 
for some C independent of E, while Lemma 9.1 and the results of 
[ 12, Sect. 23 show that 
Hence by [ 12, Lemma 5.21, U, has a subsequence which is uniformly con- 
vergent in Q. Since the HL-b’(Q(~)) norms of this sequence are uniformly 
bounded, its limit u is in HLpb), u is a solution of (11.4), and u satisfies 
(11.11). 
When b > 2, we note that 852~ H, and PO: E Hbez for Jc1J <2. Hence 
Lemma 11.2 gives a solution u E Hb of (11.4). Standard interior regularity 
theory [2, Theorem 3.1 l] then gives u E Hb, and a simple subtraction-of- 
the-initial-boundary-values argument (as was used in the proof of 
[12, Theorem 3.11) along with Lemma 7.3 gives UE Hbpb). The estimate 
( 11.11) follows from [12, Theorem 6.11 and Lemma 9.1. 
To remove the restriction Pl < 0, let PO = Pl be the coefficient of the 
term of order zero in P. By what we have just proved, the map 
24 + ((P-f%) u, q9a) 
is invertible from HL-b) to Hop2 (‘-‘)x H,(BQ) and by [12, Proposition 5.33, 
the map u +pOu is compact from Hheb) to H”I,~). Hence the map 
P’: Hb-b) + Hi*::) x H,(9%2) given by P’u = (Pu, u,~*) is Fredhoim of 
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index zero, and (11.5) has a unique II:-*J solution if we show that P’ is 
injective. Since P’ is Fredholm of index zero, there are at most countably 
many values A for which the problem 
Pu+Izu=O in 52, u=OonPQ (11.12) 
has a non-zero solution. But if u is a non-zero solution of (11.12) for some 
I, then for any p E !F!, u= u exp((p - A) t) is a non-zero solution of 
Pv+pv=O in 0, u=O on 952, 
which is (11.12) with I = p. Hence ( 11.12) has only the zero solution for 
any 1. When A = 0, this fact shows that P’ is injective, so (11.4) has a uni- 
que solution u E H,- ( ‘I. Moreover the properties of Fredholm maps imply 
that u obeys (11.11). 
To show that (11.4) has no other H, n C2*’ solutions, we show that any 
H,n C2.’ solution of (11.4) lies in H,- ( “. This inclusion can be proved 
along the lines of [3, Theorem 6.31 or more easily as follows. By the 
interior Schauder estimates we know that any solution UE H,n C2” of 
(11.4) lies in HLO), so u is a solution of the problem 
(P-p,) u=f, -pou in 8, u =f2 on PI2 
and fi -pou E HL2:p’) for any positive non-integer b’ with b’ < min{ 2, b). 
From the first part of this theorem there is a unique solution u E Ho n C2.’ 
of the problem 
(P-PO) u =fi -pou in 52, u =f2 on PQ (11.13) 
and UE Hceb’). But u solves (11.13) so u= v and hence u E Hteb’). Now 
( 11.4) hasa a unique Hbwb’) solution, which must coincide with its HL-b’ 
solution so u E Hceb). 
For he third ‘initial-boundary value problem, we follow a similar 
program. (Note that the second initial-boundary value problem is a special 
case.) First we summarize the results of the preceding sections. 
LEMMA 11.4. Let a, Sz and P be as in Lemma 11.1, and let M have the 
form (7.5) on SQ. Suppose that 
C m,vI>O on SQ, (11.14) 
Ial = 1 
m,EH,-l for 14 <I, (11.15) 
Ml<0 on SIR. (11.16) 
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Then for any f, E Ha--2, fiE H,(Bs;I), f3e H,-,(%I), there is a unique 
solution u E H,, n l!?lp) with D,u E H&(Q v X2) of 
Pu =fi on Sz, u = fi on Bs2, Mu = f3 on SQ 1 (11.17) 
Next we state the analog of Lemma 11.2 for this problem. This next 
lemma is proved just like Lemma 11.2 except that the function tb’* in the 
maximum principle argument is replaced by tb12( 1 - A arctan(pt- “‘)) for 
some sufficiently small positive constant A. 
LEMMA 11.5. Let a and b satisfy (ll.S), let 852 E H, with BG lying in the 
hyperplane {t = 0}, let P have the form (7.2) in Q, and let A4 have the form 
(7.5) on SQ. Suppose that (11.1) (11.3) and (11.6) hold, and that 
m, E Rb’:,larl)for [cl1 < 1, m,E L” for Ial = 1. (11.18) 
Let f, E RL2:i’, f2 E H,(Bo), andf, E ~~‘:,b’(SsZ). If there is v E I?:-“) such 
that 
v=fi on BQ, Mv=f3 on SQ, supt’2Pb”2 IPv-fi( <co, (11.19) 
n 
then (11.17) has a solution u~@~~). i 
Finally we present the main existence, uniqueness, and regularity result 
for solutions of (11.17) (cf, [2, Chap. 5; 6, Theorem 21; 8, Theorem IV. 5.3; 
10, Theorem 3; 161). 
THEOREM 11.6. Let y > 1, and let a and b satisfy (11.5) with 1 <b < y. 
Let XI E HY, let P have the form (7.2) in Q, and let M have the form (7.5) 
on SSJ. Suppose that the coefficients of A4 and P satisfy (11.1) (11.10) 
(11.6) and 
%EHb-, for lctl d 1. (11.20) 
For any fi E HL2rt’), f2 E Hb( BQ), and f3 E H, _, (SQ) such that the functions 
u@) defined by (11.8) satisfy 
jto, z1 (:) (PM,) D;u’~-~)= Tkf3 on CQ (11.21) 
m. 
for 2k+ 1 <b, there is a unique solution UE Han C2*’ with D,UE 
Hb(s2vSQ) of (11.17). Moreover UEH~-~) and 
bd:-b’~C(Ifi I:*:;)+ If2 lb+ If3 (b-1. (11.22) 
Proof As before we may assume that BSZ lies in the hyperplane {t = O}. 
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When Pl < 0 in 8 and Ml < 0 on Ss2, the proof of this theorem is just like 
that of Theorem 11.3 with [12, Theorem 6.11, Lemma 9.1, and Lemma 
11.2 replaced by [ 12, Theorem 6.21, Lemma 9.2, and Lemma 11.5, respec- 
tively. 
To remove the restrictions on Pl and Ml, we observe that, by virtue of 
[12, Propositions 5.3 and 5.41, the map 
T:Hb-b’~Hh2~~)XHb(BS2)XHb_1(SS2) 
given by Tu = (Pu, U, MU) satisnes a Fredholm alternative and Lemma 9.2 
implies that the kernel of T is trivial. Hence T is surjective, which proves 
the theorem. m 
It is useful to point out that the devices used for removing the restric- 
tions Pl < 0 and Ml < 0 in Theorems 11.3 and 11.6 are applicable to both 
theorems. 
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